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In late 2020, the Divided Community Project (DCP), housed at The Ohio State University Michael E. Moritz College of Law’s Program on Dispute Resolution, envisioned hosting a collaborative event series designed to draw together and elevate dispute systems design lessons for enhancing racial equity from US-based truth, reconciliation, action, and equity commissions. At that time, the list included local processes initiated by district attorneys (Boston, Philadelphia, and San Francisco);¹ by citizen led groups (Truth and Action project housed at Mitchell-Hamline School of Law);² by city-councils (truth and reconciliation commission in Iowa City);³ and commitments from a nationwide group of mayors to advance reparations in more than a dozen communities across the country.⁴ In the subsequent two years, equity-focused commissions have proliferated. Most prominent have been the NYC Racial Justice Commission, established and active during 2021 to develop ballot proposals through a racial equity lens to revise New York
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City’s charter, and the Charleston (S.C.) Special Commission on Equity, Inclusion, and Racial Conciliation. Statewide commissions include California (2-year reparations task force) and Vermont (5-year statewide Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC)).

The DCP was grateful for The Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution’s willingness to collaborate, edit, and develop a multi-issue journal publication connected to this theme. DCP invited colleagues from Harvard Negotiation and Mediation Clinical Program (HNMCP), and Stanford Law School’s Martin Daniel Gould Center for Conflict Resolution (SLS) to join in an event series of symposia featuring communities engaged in the design, development, and implementation of truth and reconciliation-style commissions.

SLS and HNMCP added valuable insight to DCP’s vision to create two tracks: (1) connecting and supporting emerging commissions; and (2) curating academic symposium events and accompanying articles related to the design of race equity processes. This introduction highlights how the symposium series and connected articles were developed and how collaborators have supported, and continue to support, processes for advancing racial justice and equity.

I. RETHINKING SYSTEMS DESIGN FOR RACIAL JUSTICE & EQUITY

In June 2021, collaborators put out the following call for proposals:

The Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution, in partnership with The Ohio State University’s Divided Community Project, the Harvard Negotiation and Mediation Clinical Program, and Stanford Law School’s Gould Center for Conflict Resolution, is pleased to announce a call for submissions focusing on the work of collaborative efforts addressing truth, action, reconciliation, and
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9 DCP invited colleagues from SLS and HMCP to this collaboration after the same group hosted a November 2020 book launch celebration for Grande Lum’s award-winning book, America’s Peacemakers.